
Abstract

An NFTypeface is a font that has been designed to incorporate unique visual attributes 

across its character set, so that no two alphabets are the same. This is achieved through 

a combination of modular design and generative scripts.

Each NFTypeface can legally have only one owner at a time, and this ownership is 

stored and verifiable on a digital ledger called a blockchain. Before creating the NFTy.pe 

platform, I considered and attempted to address the following questions:

- How can we combat the continued commoditization of type design? 

- How can we limit the effects of bad actors and font piracy?

- How can we evolve the financial model within type design?

- How do we measure typography’s cultural worth?

- Should graphic designers be compensated for their role in the sale  

  of typefaces to clients?
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How can we combat the continued  

commoditization of type design?

We can all broadly acknowledge that for the most part type design has become 

commoditized. You can easily find most if not every typeface in existence for free online. 

At worst, you’ll find an acceptable substitute. According to one site*, there are more than 

830,000 catalogued fonts in existence - a conservative estimate as I see it. The volume 

of typefaces available, coupled with the piracy, proliferation and ease of accessibility, 

combine to further commoditize type and type design.

Two factors can be used to combat commoditization; innovation and scarcity. A new 

product or user experience that better meets consumers needs will force them to invest 

in the new product over the old, while scarcity brings higher value and is the only true 

antidote.

But how do we imbue scarcity into type design, a digital medium? 

Using generative scripts within the source file, NFTypefaces are created in a fixed, limited 

number of the originating designer’s choosing — e.g. 100 or 1000. Each version of the 

typeface is quantifiably unique with distinctive visual attributes found in no other version 

of the font. The smart contract component ensures that no-one else can legally own that 

particular version of that particular font. 

Source *https://www.whatfontis.com/all-fonts.html
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How can we limit the effects of bad actors  
and font piracy?

Blockchain ownership is a legally enforceable contract and is respected in the courts of 

law. Stewardship and accountability over the typefaces however, falls on the individual. 

Anyone wishing to make copies of or distribute an NFTypeface that they own serves only 

to shoot themselves in the foot by devaluing their own specific purchase. 

Pirated versions of these fonts may - and surely will - eventually appear online. They 

will not however be verifiable on the blockchain and, thanks to the unique nature of 

each typeface, will only be copies of one particular version of a typeface. Bad actors are 

therefore unable to devalue the worth of any other user’s specific version of the font, only 

their own.
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How can we evolve the financial  

model within type design?

The financial model for type design has remained largely unchanged for centuries — 

broadly singular and one directional — even as the end product has evolved substantially. 

The long history of type design is punctuated with sudden leaps forward from hand 

lettering to movable type and the Gutenberg press; the arrival of phototypesetting 

which revolutionised design through the 1950’s to the 1970’s and, of course, the advent 

of desktop publishing which saw type transition into a purely digital medium. 

By contrast, the financials have not kept step. A type designer is paid once for the usage 

of a typeface by a user and that may or may not translate into a larger purchase from a 

client down the line. 

Once that transaction is complete there is no way to generate subsequent income. 

By limiting the number of typefaces available and empowering designers to sell on a 

typeface themselves — either on a secondary market or directly to a client via a private 

transaction — we are able to generate a passive income stream for type designers who 

can receive a share of future sales through the use of smart contracts.
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How can we evolve the financial model  

within type design? (cont.)

When you purchase an NFTypeface, the originating designer or studio owns the 

intellectual copyright of the design of the typeface, while you own the rights to that 

particular font file. It is yours to use freely in commercial or personal projects. 

You may find, at a later date, that you no longer wish to own the typeface and at this point 

you are free to sell the file to other users on the secondary market. Should a client wish 

to purchase the ownership of an NFTypeface, they will do so directly from you, and legal 

ownership will transfer to them, verifiable on the blockchain.

Using smart contract technology, the originating designer will receive a percentage of 

these sales and any future sales, generative a passive income stream for them. 

This is also prevents the accrual of digital clutter - all designers have a folder of fonts they 

no longer need or use - and allows designers to, at worst, offset the cost of purchase by 

allowing them to to sell ownership or at best make am profit on their purchase.
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How do we measure typography’s cultural worth?

There is a saying that good typography is invisible, but from time to time a typeface 

transcends this concept and becomes inextricably linked with a piece of mass 

communication, art or popular culture; by contrast it becomes supervisible. 

For example, could you imagine the Stranger Things title sequence not set in ITC 

Benguiat? What if the New York Subway suddenly stopped using Helvetica? Or Barbara 

Kruger’s work in anything other than Futura Bold?

In these instances the type takes on an increased cultural resonance, in a way that is 

impossible to quantify. However, should a designer create a piece of iconic communication 

using a unique version of an NFTypeface — say a rebrand for Apple or Kanye’s next album 

cover — then surely that particular version of that particular font takes on some of the 

cultural heft that comes from its application? It becomes more desirable, more sought 

after. Allowing designers to re-sell the typeface after it’s use allows both the originating 

type designer and then user to benefit.
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Should graphic designers be compensated for  

their role in the sale of typefaces to clients?

There is a feedback loop — a grandfather paradox of sorts — in the relationship between 

the graphic designer and the type designer. One without the other really cannot exist. A 

graphic designer needs beautifully crafted type to make their work shine. A type designer 

needs graphic designers to buy their fonts and sell them on to clients.

When a designer presents a typeface to a large corporate client and they choose to 

purchase usage, it can represent a major pay day for the foundry, often to the tune of 

tens of thousands of dollars and occasionally hundreds of thousands for large type 

families. Relatively rarely do brands go directly to the foundries.

Is it fair to ask, therefore, that when a graphic designer acts as a proxy broker in these 

instances, that they should be somehow compensated with a fee or a percentage of the 

sale? There is currently no mechanic or process in place to allow for this, but the use of 

smart contracts within NFTypefaces empowers the designer to sell on their version of 

the font either to another designer on the secondary market, or to a client via a private 

transaction.
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Fundamentals —

How can I use an NFTypeface?

You may use your NFTypeface in any type of project, commercial or personal. This 

includes but is not limited to branding and logo design, printed matter, title design and 

online projects. 

Should a client wish to purchase the ownership of an NFTypeface, they will do so directly 

from you, and legal ownership will transfer to them. 

A full and detailed legal disclosure will be published online.

How do I purchase an NFTypeface?

To purchase an NFTypeface you must have a digital wallet and account with OpenSea.

1. Create a digital wallet - such as Metamask or an equivalent provider

2. Fund the wallet

3. Register an account with OpenSea and connect your wallet

You will then be able to purchase and trade any available NFTypeface.
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Who owns the copyright?

The originating designer or studio retain intellectual ownership of the design of the 

NFTypeface. The buyer owns the physical file and rights to use it.

How do I sell an NFTypeface?

You are able to sell your NFTypeface on the secondary market through any of the various 

NFT marketplaces with whom you have an account — for example OpenSea, KnownOrigin, 

Rarible or Nifty Gateway etc etc.

Should a client wish to purchase the ownership of an NFTypeface you may do this 

through a private transaction on any of the same marketplaces.

It will be interesting, however to see what the industry decides the market value of these 

typefaces to be. In particular, how the value of a particular NFTypeface might reflect its 

use be used in a piece of high profile pop culture communications - a succesful album 

cover, film title or brand. 

You are free to set a price point of your own choosing when selling an NFTypeface or 

even place it for auction. If selling directly to a client, you may wish to refer to the table 

on rhe next page for setting a price point. 
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Continues...

These values were arrived at by taking averages for purchase options from a variety of  

independent foundries:

It will be interesting to see what the industry decides the market value of these typefaces 

to be. In particular, how the value of a particular NFTypeface might reflect its use be used 

in a piece of high profile pop culture communications - a succesful album cover, film title 

or brand. 

In cases where a deliverable required was just an image — for example, an album cover 

— and the client did not require ownsership of the typeface, an auction of the specific 

typeface attached to an important cultural work may bring an interesting result when 

sold on the secondary market.
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Environmental pledge

The environment is a huge concern for myself and my family, and for that reason I needed 

this project to be bulletproof before I began it.

Anyone using the digital space creates a carbon footprint larger than they would care 

to be confronted with. A social media post generates 0.2g of CO2. An average webpage 

generates 1.76g of CO2 per view. Sending, receiving and storing an email with an 

attachment is 50g. Think about the number of each of these you do every day.

NFTy.pe will partner with Aerial to fully track and offset digital carbon emissions. Led by 

climate conscious technologists, Aerial works with verified environmental efforts globally 

and a percentage of each sale is distributed across these groups to offset emissions from 

the NFTy.pe project.

While carbon neutrality is the short term target, should sales allow it, I would like to invest 

further and make the project carbon negative - going beyond carbon neutral status to a 

point where we actually remove more carbon than we emit.
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In closing

I am aware this is a disruptive and contentious idea. The type industry has something of 

a reputation for resistance to new ideas but, ultimately, the creative industry at large will 

decide whether this is a valid concept. 

I feel it addresses, if not fully solves many of the issues found within the industry today 

and, for my part, it simply asked enough questions and provided enough opportunity for 

learning to justify the outlay.                    

CW

Legal Notices — The content of this white paper and the nfty.pe website are © Craig Ward and Ward Studio 

Limited, 2022. No part may be reproduced in public or in part without prior permission. ‘NFType’ and ‘NFTypeface’ 

are trademarks of Ward Studio Ltd, IPO Trade Mark Nos: UK00003810115 and UK00003819409 all rights reserved.
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